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§ 1. Introduction. 
For an arbitrary field K a group @ of finite order deternlines 
an associative algebra r(@, I{), the group ring over K. As is well 
known, r(@, K) is not semishnple if the characteristic of K is a 
prime number p dividing the order of @. In the present paper 
we shall study the structure of r(@, K) for the case where the 
radical of r(@, K) is expressible as a principal ideal. 
. Let A be a ring with a .unit element which satisfies the 
minim urn condition for left and right ideals. A is called to be 
quasi-p1'i'inary, if A is indecomposable as a two-sided ideal and A 
is a direc't sunl of indeconlposable left idea1s which have the same 
nlultiplicity. If A is a direct sum of two-sided ideals which them-
selves are quasi-primary rings, we shall say that A is quasi-pri11'l,ary-
dec01nposable. In case A is an algebra over an algebraically closed 
field K, the second condition in the definition of quasi-primary 
rings amounts to saying that all irreducible representations of A 
in K have the same degree. On the basis of these definitions it 
will be shown. that the radical of A is a principal left ideal as 
well as a principal right ideal if and only if A is quasi-primary-
decomposable and generalized uni-serial in the sense of T. NAKA-
YAMA1), 
Let p be a fixed prime number and @ a group of finite order 
g = p"g' with' (p, g') == 1. We denote by ~ a p-Sylow-subgroup of 
@ and ,by S"j the largest normal subgroup of @ which has an order 
prime to p. These designations shall be retained throughout the 
present paper. 
Let K be an algebraically closed.field of characteristic p. Then 
1) T. NAKAYAMA: On Frobeniusean algebras II, Ann, of Math., 42 (1941)-
pp. 1-21. 
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jt will be shown in § 4 that r(@, K) is quasi-primary-decomposa-
ble if and only if '(Q~ is a nornlal subgroup of @ and the factor 
group @/S)m is commut3,tive. In § 5 we prove that the radical of 
the group ring r(@, K) is expressible as a principal left ideal and 
as a principal right ideal if and only if .)~~ is a normal subgroup 
of @ and m is a cyclic group. 
In conclusion we shaH mention a theorem that for a group @ 
with a cyclic p-Sylow-subgrollp the normalizer of any subgroup of 
-an order p"(h> 0) has the group ring whose radical is a principal 
ideal. 
~ 2. Rings whose radicals are principal ideals. 
Let A be a ring which has a unit element and satisfies the 
minimum condition (whence also the maximum condition) for left 
and right ideals. 
Theorem 1. In order that the radical N of a ring A be a 
principal lpjt ideal and a p1"incipal right ideal: N = Ac = dA, it is 
necessary and sufficient that A be quasi-pr-irnary-decomposable and 
general ized uni-serial. 
Proof. 1) Necessity. From the assumption that N = Ac = dA 
it follows that N = cA = Ad and A is a generalized uni-serial 
ring~). Let A be a direct sum of indecomposable left ideals Aet.:i: 
A = Aen+" ~ +Ael.f(l)+··· + Ae711 + ... + Ae?l.f(n) , 
where e"i are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotent elements, 
AeKi is isomorphic to Aet.:l for i = 1, 2, ... , f(K) and AeKi is not 
isomorphic to Ae";j if K =f= T. 
Then it is easily seen that N" ( = Ac" = c\J A) is expressible as 
a direct sum of Ac ve"i : 
11 f(le) ( 1 ) N V = ::s ~ Acve"i , 1) = 1, 2, ... , 
A:=1 i=1 
and similarly as a direct sum of Ae";jc" : 
?1 11";) 
( 2 ) N"=b b Ae,,;jc" , )..,'= 1, 2, ... 
,,;=1 j=1 
2) T. NAKAYAMA: Note on uni-serial and generalized uni-serial rings, Proc. 
Imp. Acad. Tokyo, 16 (1940), pp.285-289. G. AZUMAYA and T. NAKAYAMA, On ab-
solutely uniserial algebras, Jap. Jour. of Math., 19 (1948), pp, 263-273, Theorem 4. 
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Now we shall prove that 
( 3) Ac"'e/i:i is isomorphic to A c"'e,.. 1 for i = 1, 2, ... , J{K) , 
( 4 ) Ae-;jc'" is isomorphic to Ae-;l c'oi for j = 1, 2, ... , J(T) , 
( 5 ) Ac'oie/i:i is not isomorphic to AcVe"j if K. =+= T , 
( 6 ) Ae"jcV is not ison10rphic to Ae/i:icv if T ==1= K , 
( 7 ) ACve/i:i and Ae-;jc'oi are indecomposable left ideals, 
where we exclude Ac'oi e/i:i and Ae-;jcV such that Acve"'i = 0, Ae-;jc'" = O. 
Proof of (3) and (4) is obvious. 
Proof of (5). Suppose that AcveKE ==-. Ac'oi e".i' Then we have 
-LV'" e"'i/ NV+1e/i:i .-. AelLk/ NeIJ-k' N'" e"j I NV+l e".i .-- As!}..,.,j 1VeIJ-k for son1e _ elLk , 
since A is generalized uni-serial. . If we take elen1ents a, b such 
that a E eIJ-kN\I eK ;" bE elLkN"'e't.i' a E NH1, bE .LV \1+ 1 , then it holds that 
-€)l.'oNv = aA = bA. Hence e)J-kNv is homomorphic -to eKi.A as well 
as to e'tjA and so we have K = T. 
Proof of (6) is obvious from the fact that Ae't.icv is homo1l10r-
-phic to Ae-;j. 
Proof of (7). Ac\l elCE is homomorphic to some AelLk and Ae"jcV 
is homomorphic to Ae'tj' Since each AelCi has only one composition 
series, Ac\leJ;i and Ae-rjCV are indecomposable left ideals. 
Thus (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) are proved. Hence, by the Krull-
Schmidt theorem, there exists a one-to-one correspondence cp be-
tween the subsets of {1, 2, ... ,n} such that 
( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 
w here we exclude those AC"'e/i:i and Ae--:jcV which reduce to zero. 
From (8) it follows further that 
Therefore the number I(K.) is the same for any AelCi contained 
in a fixed indecomposable two-sided ideal. This shows that A is 
quasi-primary-decomposable. 
2) Sufficiency. Let us put 
Vol. 4, No. 88.] 
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Then we find, as in the proof of (5), that IC =F T implies <p(IC)9=<p(T)~ 
Since Ae~, and Aey(~). 1 are contained in the same indecomposable 
two-sided ideal, we have f(lC) = f(<p(/C», according to the assump-
tion that A is quasi-primary-decomposable. For an elen1ent C~i 
such that C~b E e<p(K) , iNeKi , CKi E N'-\ we have 
(11) 
n 10;:) 
Hence, if we put c"= ~ b C,,:£, we obtain a direct sum decomposi-
n I(d 1;:=1 1=1 
tion: Ac = b ~ ACKi • By (11) we conclud~ that N = Ac. Similar-
1.:=1 1=1 
Iy cA is a direct sum of clCiA = ey(I;;), iN, and N = cA . Thus the 
proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
Remark. As is easily shown, a generalized uni-serial ring is· 
not quasi-primary-decomposab1e in generaFa). 
Lemma 1. If A is generalized uni-serial and quasi-F1~oben­
iusean:;) , then the length of a con~position series of AelCi is the san~e 
for auy Ae';'i contained in a fixed indecon~posable two-sided ideal. 
Proof. Suppose that Ne';'l/N'!.e,.l r--- Ae",l/Ne",l' Since Ne,;;l = Ab , 
e-cIN = bA for an element b such that bE B":INeK l, bEN'!., the mapp-
ing ae"l ---+ ae,,\b induces a homomorphism of Ae-cl onto Ab = Ne!;;l r 
and hence we have an iso1l10rphism Ae",t/Ae"l n l(N) .- Ne!;;I' Since 
A is quasi-Frobeniusean, we have leN) = rr(N) and AeC;l n '{'(N) is a 
simple left ideal. Thus our lemma is proved. 
Remark. From Lemma 1 it follows that for a symmetric 
algebra A which is generalized uui-serial the factor groups ap-
pearing in the composition series of indecomposable left ideals 
belonging to the same bloc;k have the following types: 
A.e,c; al a'!, am al ~n ., . am (Xl 
Ae"l aJ a:; al (X'!. al (Xl a'!, 
where ai denotes a type of groups. Hence the Cartan matrix 
corresponding to this block is of the form 
(
a 0 0) 2a) The set of those matrices of order 3 which are of the form bed with 
ill ' t' . fi Id . l' d ' . l' b e .f u. coe Clen sma gIven e IS a genera lze um-serla rmg, \lit not quasl-prlmary-
decomposable. 
3) T. NAKAYAMA: loco cit., 1), p. 8. 
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1. We assume throughout this section that .\)~ is a normal 
subgroup of @-I) and that the ground field K is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p. 
The group ring r(~), K), which we shall denote also by r(~) 
for the sake of simplicity, is clearly semisimple, and hence it is 
€xpressed as a direct SUITI of sin1ple two-sided ideals. Let 
1n tli. 
(12) ['(~) = b ~ r(.)~)eKi 
IC=1 i=l 
be such a decon1position of r(~L where eKi are mutually orthogonal 
idempotent elen1ents, and if we denote by @K the set of elements 
G of @ for which G-l elCl G = elCl , the following relations are as-
sumed to be valid: 
(13) @i~ = {G; G-1 elCl G = eKl } , C~ = @ICQIC1+' •• +@KQ ... :t lC ' 
QlCl = E, (@: @K) = tIC , 
(14) 
(15) 
i = 1, 2, ... , tIC' 
1 
ell = - b H, h = (.v : E), tl = 1 . 
hHE~ 
For any element (J of @K the mapping a -+ G-l aG (a E r(~)eIC1) 
defines an automorphism of the simple ring r(~)eJ.:l and hence 
there exists an element M(G) of r(.v)elCl such that 
G-1aG = J.Vl(Gt1aM(G) , for every element a of r(.v)eKl • 
The element M(G) is determined by G uniquely apart from a 
factor belonging to the field K. Here we can put 
M(R) == He,.l, for any element H of Sj. 
We choose representatives So, S-;;, ... from each coset Sa'~' S't:S'}, 
of @,. mod ~) (the representative of the coset .p shall be a unit 
4) For the significance of the subgroup ~ cf. the introductien. 
Vol. 4, No. 88.] 
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element E of @), and determine M(SJ) , M(8-r;) , 
and define 
for HE ~ . 
in any way? 
Then the factor set {c( G1 , G.:,)'; G1 , G::. E @,,} arising from the rela-
tions 
(16) 
is essentially a factor set of @,.JSJ, that is, 
for any H, H' E,~. Hence we may denote c(Scr, S't) by c(o-, T) 
(0-, T E @,jSj). 
If we put 
0- E @,jSj , 
then we have 
(17) 
Hence all the elements of the form 
(18) Xcr EK 
constitute an algebra ~~ over K and we have 
(19) 
Moreover, if we put 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23J 
where' C),\L are matrix-units in r(SJ)er.l: F(SJ)er.l = ~ Kc,.v- (1:S:. J.,. 
fL :S:.fl) , then we cap. easily prove that 
[Sc. Rep. T.B.D. Sec. A. 
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(24) 
where 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
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w~: = :s Kc).',1- :::;; r(Sj)eo1 :: Kf ;, 
513/. = b Kdi.: ::::-; Kto ' 
:3\ = 2:: u(a-)K ~ ::D~. 
(1 € OJ,, I,~ 
Therefore we obtain 
, 
(28) r(@, K)e~- r-:: F'(f), K)e":1 x <V~: x l{t~_. 
and in particular 
(29) 1 e1 = ell = -bE. h HE.\:; 
183 
If we denote the centrun1 of res:?) by 3 and define Go x = GxG-' 
for any element x of 3, 3 may be considered as a left @/~~-module. 
By means of the basis ell ~ ' •. , emtm of .8 we have a representation 
of @ by permutations of the elements ell, ..• , em t • On the other 
m 
hand, the totality of the sums of conjugate elements of .'Q forms 
a basis of 3, by which we obtain another representation of @ by 
permutations of the classes of conjugate elements of.p. The 
number 1n is equal to the multiplicity of the I-representation in 
the former representation. Hence the number m is equal to the 
number of classes of conjugate elements of CS> contained in .p. 
We summarize these results as follows:'}. 
Theorem 2. Let 5) be the largest normal subgroup of @ which 
has an orrder prim,e to p, and let 
m tIC 
(12) r(.'Q~ K) = b ~ r(.'9, K)e"i 
,,=1 ;'=1 
be a decon1position of res), K) into a direct sun1 of sirnple two-sided 
ideals r(~, K)e"i and let us further assume that the relations (13), 
(14), (15) hold. 
5) Cf. A. H. CLIFFORD: Representations induced in an invariant subgroup, 
Ann. of Math., 38 (1937), pp. 533-550; T. NAKAYAMA and K. SHODA, tiber die 
Darstel\ung einer endlichen Gruppe durch halblineare Transformationen, Jap. Jour. 
of Math., 12 (1936), pp. 109-122. 
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Then if we put 
(20) 
T(@, K) is a direct sum of t~vo-sided ideals r(@, K)eA~' and 
(28) 
(29) 
J (@, K')eK ,- F'(Sj, K}e,o;l x ~K x ~,., 
['(@, K)er -= J '(@/$, K) , 
where 2>K is isomorphic to the (generalized) group 'ring of G)K:/.f;> oveT 
K with a factor set {C(O', Ttl} (cf. (17), (18), (27». The nu'mber 1n 
of the direct summands r(@, K)e,• is equal· to the numbe1' of the 
classes of conjugate elements of @ which aTe contained in ~. 
2. Now we shall state a lemma which is easily obtained fro111 
a theorem of R. Brauer and C. N esbitt(;). 
Lemma 2. The number of blocks 'of lowest kind of @ is equal 
to the number of classes of conjugate elements of 9c contained in me, 
where m is the normalizer of a p-Sylow-subgroup ~ and me is the 
laTgest norlnal subgroup of m which has an order prirrl,e to 1). (It 
is to be noted that the centralizer (£ of ~ is a direct product of 
DR and (£r.~). 
According to Lemma 2 we obtain 
Corollary to Theorem 2. in case ~~ is a nOY'mal subgrolllJ 
of @, ['(@, K)eJ is the indecorrtposable two-sided 2:deal co'rresponding 
to the first block of ~). 
If ~ is a normal subgroup of @, then ~J~ is also a normal 
subgroup of @, and we have ffi = @, ~I)( = ~ in the notati()ns of 
Lemma 2. Since the blocks of @ are all of lowest kind then, we 
obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. In case a p-Sylow-subgroUl) Q3 is a nOTrnal sub-
group of @ the decomposition of r((~, K) desctribed 1:n Theoreln 2 is 
a direct sum decolnposition into indecomposablet1Do-s'ided ideals, that 
is, 1'(@, K)eK is indec01nposable as a two-sided '£deal fO"t1 evel'Y IC, 
JC = 1, 2, ... , m. 
3. We shall now study the structure of SDA:' Since .'lJ~ is a 
normal subgroup of @ it is readily seen that (@K".p~)/.p is a p-
Sylow-subgroup of @K/Sj and is normal in @,.lSj. Let us put 
6) R. BRAUER and C. NESBITT: On the modular characters of groups, Ann. 
<>f Math., 42 (1941), pp. 556-590, Theorem 2. 
[Sc. Rep. T.B.D'_ Sec. A. 
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and denote \p~,.::1~ by ~K simply. 
Then there exists, by a theorem of 1. Schur, a subgroup 521C such 
that elK = 531;; ~K' el,;;/~K.'-- 53/;;. Since K is a field of characteristic 
p, any factor set belonging to a p-group is associate to a factor 
set 1 (such that e(G, G') = 1 for any elen1ents G, G' of the group) 
in K, and hence it is easily shown that we can determine the 
elements v(G) = kau(G), kG E K so that they satisfy the following 
relations: 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
v(P)v(Q) = v(PQ) , 
v(PL) = v(P)v(L) , 
V(L)-lV(P)v(L) = V(L-l PL), 
where P, Q E ~K and L E 53K. • Correspondiug to these 'v(G) we 
obtain a factor set which shall be denoted by {c(G, G')}. Accord-
ing to the relations (30), (31), (32) it is seen that this factor set 
is essentially a factor set of the group 53 K • Now let us put 
We shall prove that mK. is the radical of SDl;;' From the relations 
(30), (31), (32) it follows that mIt is a two-sided ideal. As is well 
known;), 2j (v(P) - v(E»K constitutes the radical of the group 
P€9;3K 
ring L; v(P)K, and hence it is easily verified that mil: is a nilpotent 
P€~,;: 
ideal, if we make use of the relations (30)-(32). 
On the other hand, if we construct the (generalized) group 
ring SD~' of 53K. over K with a factor set {e(L, L'); L, L' E 53K } : 
Si); = ~ v(L)K, 
L€~K. 
then :l);,? is a semisimple algebra since the order of 531C is prin1e to 
p, and SD,jffi,;; -- s.D~'. Therefore mK. is the radical of SDK and 
7) S. A. JENNINGS: Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 50 (1941), pp. 175-185. Since 
1J(P) -veE) is a nilpotent element, it follows readily from a theorem of Wedder-
burn that 2J(v(P)-v(E))K is the radical of the group ring 2Jv(P)K. J. H. M. 
WEDDERBURN, Ann. of Math., 38 (1937), p. 854. 
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4. If we decompose the semisimple algebra ~;,' into a direct 
sum of simple left ideals: ~~' = ~~e~~ + ... + ~~'e;", then ej is a 
primitive idenlpotent of ~/C and ~/Ce:/ is an indecomposable left 
ideal of :DK • The representation obtained by ~,.eJ jfR,.e/ is an ir-
reducible representation of SD,~. 
Let U1 , ••• , U!.: be the distinct indecomposable constituents of 
the regul,al' representation of @ in K and F 1 , ••• , Fl.' the distinct 
irreducible representations of @ corresponding to VI' ... , VI.:. We 
denote the degree of FA by fA and that of UA by u".. Then, if 
U). is obtained by an indecomposable left ideal of 1\@, K)er.: , 
we have u). = pd~~f;, where (~K: E) = pd,., and we see that f,,-
is divisible exactly by pa-d,.. Since the degree of r:J);~'e/ over K 
divides the order of 2/C, tAlpa-die divides g'. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that .p~ is a normal SUbg11 0Up of @. 
Then, if U). belongs to a block of defect d we have u'). = P'7A and. 
f,,!p,,-,l divides g', where 9 = pltg', (g', p) = 1. a-d is the exact ex-
lJOnent to which p divides the degree of any irreducible representa-
tion of @ belonging to a block of defect d. 
5. Suppose that @j.))m is commutative. Then 2,,:-== e/C/~K is. 
also comn1utative. Let us denote by ,2~ the set of elements L of 
2,.- such that c( X, L) = c(L, X) for every elements X of 2 1e • Then 
it is easily seen that 2~ is a subgroup of 2/C and 
2 = b v(L)K 
L e 52~~ 
is the centrum of ~~'. .8 is isomorphic to the group ring r(2~., K) 
of 2~ over K, and hence it is a direct sum of r simple ideals: 
3 = 3e l + ... +2e,., r = (2;: E). Therefore 
is a direct decomposition of ~; into simple two-sided ideals. Sup-
pose that the irreducible representation of ~;{:: v(L) -- D(L) is 
obtained by regarding :I);'e;" as a representation module of ~:. 
Then we can easily prove that, for characters X and' x' of 2/C, the 
irreducible representations of SD; 
!Sc. Rep. T.B.D. Sec. A. 
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Dx : veL) -)- x(L)D(L) , D x': veL) -)- x'(L)D(L) 
are distinct if and only if X and X, are distinct when considered 
as characters of £%. Thus the representation obtained by CJ)~~ej~ is 
equivalent to some D1. and hence \ve have (£,..: E) = (£~ : E)f2, 
where f<.: = (SD:ej : K), j = 1. 2, ... , 1'. 
TheorenJ. 5. In case @/{J~ is a commutative g'roup the degree 
of Fl. ·is the sa,rne as that Qf FJL 1f FA and FA belong to the sa11W 
block. N(LilZelU, in this case the group 1"ing J'(@, K) is quasi-prima1'Y-
decO?n jJosable. 
6. \¥e conclude this section with the following remark. Sup-
pose that .p~ is a normal subgroup of @. Then the blocks of @ 
are all of lowest kind if and only if ~ is a normal subgroup of @. 
Let us 8ssume that the blocks of @ are all of lowest kind. Then 
@/o' must contain ,\~~, and hence every element of ~ commutes 
with eyel~Y elen1ent of the centrum of r(s) , K). If we denote by 
?l-F the intersection of the centralizer of ~) with ~, ~/?l-s* may be 
considered as a group of automorphisms of ,p which leave the 
classes of conjugate elements of .p invariant. Hence we have 
~ = ~*-). Thus ~ is a normal subgroup of @. As is shown by 
R. Brauer, the above statement does not hold in general without 
the assumption that ,p~ is normal. 
§ 4. Quasi .. primary .. decomposable group rings. 
1. Let I' = r(@, K) be a quasi-primary-decomposable group 
ring over an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p. If 
rei is the indecomposable two-sided ideal corresponding to the first 
block of @ (to wh:ch the 1-representation belongs) and e1 is an 
idempotent lying in the centrum of r, then the set of elements 
G of @ such that Gel = e1 constitutes a normal subgroup of @. 
As is pointed out by K. Iwasawa'J), this group coincides with ~. 
Let 
~: G --+ D(G) 
be a representation obtained by considering rei as a represe~ltation 
module. This is a faithful representation of @/{J. By the assump-
8) Cf. A. SPEISER: Theorie der Gruppen von endlicher Ordnung, 1927, Satz 
108. 
9) K. IWAsA WA: Shijo Sugaku Danwa-kai, No. 246 (1942), p. 1589. 
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tion that r is quasi-primary-decomposable the irreducible con-
stituents of :l) are all of degree one, and so we can assume that 
the coefficients dd G) of the matrix D( (j) are zero if i < J . Then 
it is· easily verified that the set of elements G such that dj,(G) = 1 
for every J forms a p-Sylow-subgroup ~ of @/Sj. IVloreover ~ is 
normal in @/~ and (@j.~)/~ is commutative. This shows that for 
a p-Sylow-subgroup ~ the group Sj~ is a normal subgroup of @ 
and @/-P?l3 is comnlutative. Conversely, if .~~ is normal in @ and 
@/,iQ~ is commutative then r(@, K) is quasi-primary-decomposable, 
as is already shown by Theorem 5. Hence the following theorem 
is established. 
Theorem 6. Let.~ be the largest norn~al subgroup of @ which 
has an order prinw to p and ~ a p-Sylow-subgroup of @. Then the 
group rring P(@, K) of @ over an algebraically closed field K of 
characteristic p is quasi-pri1nary-dec01nposable if and only if 1) .'Q~ is 
a norrmal subgroup of @ and 2) ~)/,p~ is a commutative group. 
Ren1ark. Anoth~r proof of the "if" part of Theorem 6 is 
obtained as follows. We shall first prove that the indeconlposable 
two-sided ideal corresponding to the first block is isomorphic to 
I'(@j,p, K) (cf. Theorem 2). Then we can proceed in the same 
way as in the proof of Lemma 2 in the paper of M. Osima1!l). 
Corollary. In order that every ir?~educible m'dular represerda-
t1:on of @ is oj degree one it iF; necessary and su.fficient that a p-Sylow-
subgroup -~. of @ is norn1al and @J~ is c01n'tnutative. 
2. As a special case we have the following theorem due to 
M. Osima ll ). 
Theorem 7. F(@, K) is lJ?'·imary-dec01nposable if and only if 
it holds that @ = ,~~. In this case the decompositrion of l'(@, K) 
described in Them'en1 2 is a di1~ect SU1n decomposition into inde-
composable two-sided .ideals. 
10) M. OSIMA: On primary decomposable group rings, Proc. Phys. -math. 
Soc. Japan 24 (1942), pp. 1-9. 
11) ~. OSIMA: loco cit. Let K be an algebraic number field such that every: 
absolutely irreducible representation can be written with coefficients in K. Our 
Theorem 2 is valid for such a field K. Hence all the ordinary irreducible repre-
sentations of as remain irreducible as modular representations if (and only if) 
OS = .\j1.JS and SDK is commutative for such a field K and for every h~. This gives an 
explanation to Osima's theorem 8 in his paper cited above. 
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Proof. We have only to prove the "if" part and the second 
part of the theorem. Since @ =.p~ the group @K/.p in Theorem 2 
n1ay be regarded as a subgroup mK of~. Hence ~,,: is isomorphic 
to rCQ3/C, K) which is completely prin1ary, and therefore r(@, K)e" 
is a primary ring. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
§ 5. Group rings with radicals expressible as principal ideals. 
1. We shall now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. In order that the 1'adicalof the group ring r(@, K) 
be a pTincipal left ideal as 'well a,s a p'rincipal Tight ideal it 'l's-
~eCesSaTY and su.fficient that 1) <~)~ is a nonnal subg?"oup of @ and 
.2) ~ is a, cyclic gTOUp. 
Proof. 1) Necessity. Suppose that the radical of F(@, I{) is 
a principal left ideal and a principal right ideal. Then by T heOl"81ll 
1 r(@, K) is quasi-primary-decomposable. According to Theorem 6 
~~ is a normal subgroup of @ and @/~~ is commutative. The 
indecon1posable two-sided ideal of F(@, K) corresponding to the 
first block is equivalent to T(@j.p, K) as an algebra. Therefore 
r(@IS~, K) is quasi-primary and generalized uni-serial. We put 
(0 = @/Sj and denote a p-Sylow-subgroup of (0 by~. Then?l3 is a 
normal subgroup and 0/43 is con1111utative, and further T«(0, I{) 
is generalized uni-serial. As is well known, there exists a 
subgroup 3 of €l such thot (0 = 2~, e/~'-"- .53. Now we put 
e = ~ b L, l = (3 : E). Then e is a prin1itive iden1potent in r(0, K)~ 
1 Lf;;S 
If we denote the radical of I'(e, K) by N, then r(e, K)e, lVe, N'2e" 
. . .. is a composition series of r((0~ K)e, and the i degree of 
N iejlVi-l-l e is one. On denoting the radical of r(~, K) by No, we 
have I (e, K)e = r(?:p, K}e, Ni.e = N;e. Since Noie is isomorphic to 
N~ as a left r(?:p, K)-module, J'(m, K), Nt', N~, ... is a composi-
tion series of r(~, K). This shows that the group ring r(~, K} 
is uni-serial. Therefore ~ is a cyclic group, as is well known 10). 
2) Sufficiency. Let us assume that .p~ is norn1al in @ and_ 
~ is a cyclic group. Then the factor group @/~)~ is iSOlllorphic 
to a subgroup of the group of all automorphisms of~. This~ 
group of automorphisms is a cyclic group of order prz-l(p_1), 
when p> 2 and (~ : E) = pa. Therefore @/.p~3 is a cyclic group. 
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()f an order dividing p--':l. In C2se p = 2 we have @ = {>~. There-
fore ['(@, K) is quasi-primary-decomposable, and the results of § 2 
are applicable to our case. In this case the radical D1J;; is expressed 
'in the form 
where PI;; is a generator of ~,;;. This shows that the radical of 
reo), K)e", is expressible as a principal left ideal and as a principal 
right ideal. Thus the theorem is completely proved. 
2. Let the radical of I'(@, K) be a principal ideaL By the 
notations in § 2 we have @'iJ\.s)$ = ~)~~K' ~3K~ m. Here @K/~~f;; is 
isomorphic to a subgroup @K~/.p~ of @/f;>~ and the latter is a 
,cyclic group of an order prime to p. Hence any factor set of the 
,group @K/~~~I;;'- 2", is associate to 1 and so we have 
The above result holds if K is an algebraically closed field of 
,characteristic zero; for such a field K we have 
since every q-Sylow-subgroup of @K/Sj is cyclic for every prilne 
factor q of the order of @K/f;> and consequently any factor set of 
&J;;/f;> is associate to 1 by a theorem of r. Schur12). 
Assume that (~~: E) > O. If ,(£K is the centralizer of ~I:' the 
centralizer of f;>43K/-P in @/,I{;) is ,f;}f£",/Sj, as is shown easily, By 
Lemma 8' which will be proved in the next section, we see that 
~(£/C = ~m . Hence the centralizer of ,©~I;;/~~ in @J;;/~ is identical 
with (@",;'p)/\ (~J~/.p) = .p~K/{>' Thus the centralizer of the p-
Sylow-subgroup of @K/~ coincides with itself, and the structure of 
@/C/f) is completely known. 
For an algebraically closed field K of characteristic p the group 
ring ['(@Kj.'Q, K) is indecomposable as a two-sided ideal by virtue 
-of Lemma 2, and' it is quasi-primary as well as generalized uni-
serial. 
We can easily determine the ordinary and modular irreducible 
representations of @/C/~' The matrix of decomposition numbers 
12} 1. SCHUR: Uber die Darstellung der endlichen Gruppen durch gebrochene 
lineare Substitutionen, Crelle 127 (1904), pp. 20-50. 
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of @,)fd and hence of the block of @ corresponding to r(@, K)eK 
takes the following form: 
1 0 .... 0 I 0 1 .... 0 11~,~ , , pdK -1 DK = 0 0 .... 1 Sh: = -----, 'Inr.: \ p-1 , 112 hC 
1 1. ... 1 \ 
J Sr.: 1 1. ... L-
where (~K: E) = pdr.:, 1n,;; = (CSJ,,: : ~)~/')' Hence the matrix of Cartan 
invariants is 
.. Sr.: 1 [ 1 s,~ sr.:+1 s,. 
. . . . . . . . ' which is equivalent to 
Sr.:" .SK + 1 
The form of the Cartan matrix is also known fronl the renlark at 
the end of § l. 
Thus we obtain the following theorem by applying a theorem 
of R. Brauer and C. Nesbitt1:l). 
Theorem 9. Let the ra&ical of the group ring r(@, K) be a 
principal ideal: f'(@, K)c = cJ'(@, K). Then the sU1nmand ['(@, K)e,. 
in the deco11~position of Theorem 2 is indeco'mposable as a two-sided 
ideal if (~K:' E) = pdK> 1. In case (~,;;: El) = 1, that is, @,)Sj has 
an M'der m,~ prime to p, r(@, K)e,;: is expressed as a direct SU1n of 
mr.: simple two-s·ided ideals. The number of blocks of positive defect 
d is equal to the numbe1~ of the classes .5r... of p-regular elements such 
that the order of the n01n malizer of any element of Sf ... is divisible by 
p'l but not by pd+l. 
§ 6. Some remarks concerning a group with a 
cyclic p .. Sy low .. subgroup. 
In this section we assume that the p-Sylow-subgroup ?l3 0 f @ 
is a cyclic group. Let?l5d be the subgroup of ~ with an order 
.13) R. BRAUER and C. NENSBITT: 10<1.. cit., p. 569. 
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pel (d > 1), and let us denote the centralizer and norn1alizer of ?Pd 
by (;L and 9<1l respectively. (fd is a normal subgroup of 9<([ and we 
have 
~ = S{3a ::> ~Il-l ~ ••• ::> ~~l' <I = <I" C C£a-I C ... ~ C£1 , 
9( = ;Jtl C 9(a-l ~ •.. c- 9(1 . 
mjfJ is a cyclic group of an order dividing p-l. 
Lemma 3. Any -two elements of Cf ([ which are conjugate in @ 
arre also conjugate in ~d' 
Proof is easy; we have only to notice that for ~ there exists 
only one subgroup with a given order since ~ is cyclic. 
Lemma 4. iYL = 9(<Td = Cf d 9(, m = ')(a • 
P.roof. If G E md , then G-l ~liG = ~d' Let us put Q = G-l PG, 
where P is a generator of ~d' Then we have P, Q E ilSd C <I . 
Hence by Lelllma 3 P and Q are conjugate in m, and there exists 
an element N of in such that P:- N-I QN. This shows that 
GNE Cfd • Therefore G E C!d ~JL Thus we have mil C (L/:R = 'iJ(fI d • 
Since it is clear that (id 91 S ?J(tl, Lemma 4 is proved. 
Len1.ma 5. 'fJl" Q'd = \I, (£ = G- a • 
prroof. It is sufficient to prove that 'ifl",(fa C C£ for p> 2 , 
since in case p = 2 we have ffi = (£ (and r(@, K) is primary-
decOlllposable). Let G be an element of 'fJ("Cfd • If the order of 
G is divisible by p, G is expressed as a product of M and Qr 
where -M, Q are both powers of G and the order of M is prime 
to ]J and that of Q is a power of p. The elements lVI and Q be-
long to ?J(",(fd • Let P be a generator of ~ and put 
M-1PM= p", (r, p) = 1. 
If "; is a primitive root mod p(J- and n is the smallest exponent for 
which Mn commutes with· P, then nip -1, since MP-l E C£, and 
there exists an integer k such that 
,la-I(p -1) 
?~ ==- ry n (mod pC!) , 0 < k < n, (k, n) = 1 . 
On the other hand, Mbelongs to ([Ii and hence M-lppa-dM = pprt-d, 
that is, we have pa-d==-rpa-<l (mod pa) and consequently r==-1 (mod pd). 
Therefore 
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pa-l(p -1) k'-----"--
ry n == 1 (mod pd) . 
Since ry is also a primitive ,root mod pfl(d > 1) and (k, n) = 1, 
nip -1, we have n = 1. This shows that M is an element of C£. 
The element Q belongs to ~, since ~ is a p-Sylow-subgroup 
of 91 and is l}ormal in 91. Thus we have G IS ~-, which implies that 
91,,(L ~ <I. 
Lemma 6. m,z/rId r-. 'fl/'J . 
Proof is obvious from Lemmas 4 and 5. 
Lemma 7. If .~~ is a normal subg'roup of @14), then we have 
J)C:f d ,,9(d = C:f d, ~ff d ,,9c = (£ • 
P1~00f. Since it is easy to see that if G = HN E ~C:f<l" 9(d' 
HESj, NEfJd andPE~d' we have GPG-IP-IE~"~d=E,it follows 
that ~fJd" 'JCd = crd • The second part of the lemma now follows 
directly from Lemma 5. 
Lemma 8. Under the sa11W assum,ption as in Lemma 7 we 
have .~fJd = ~~. 
Proof. Since .pffel:::> ~~, we have only to prove that ~fJ{l c ~m. 
First we remark that ~)(\£ = .p~ and @ = .)~91, since the centralizer 
or normalizer of .p~/~ in @/Sj is Sjf£/Sj or ~"R/Sj. Hence we see 
that @/.p~ = .p~/.pf£ = (.p(£)9£/.pf£ .- 9£/ffi".p@: = 91/(£ by Lemma 7. 
On the other hand we have .pffid ~ .p'J( and so .\)ffid = @ • Further-
more by Lemmas 4 and 7 we see that @/~f:fd = (~f:fd)9(./~fJd.-m/cr. 
Since c\)C:f d ~ Sjm, we have therefore Sj(Ll = .vm . 
Returning to the general case we obtain 
Lemma 9. The totality of all the p-regular elements of fJ d 
forms a n01'mal subgroup mel of V'd and fJa = [J(d~' Here we have 
9Jt~ c:: ~.)Jea_l c:: ... C 9JC 1 • In case .~~ is a norrmaZ subgroup of @ we 
ho,ve /u rrthe1' i)JC1 c:: .~ . 
Proof is obvious by a theorem of Burnside1G). 
For a group @ such that ~m is normal in @ we can put 
[leo = .p, fJo = 9JCo ~, 9(0 = @ by Lemma 9. This shows the peculi-
arity of such a group among the groups with cyclic p-Sylow-
subgroups. 
'14) For the significance of the subgroug SJ cf. the introduction. 
15) Cf. A. SPEISER: loco cit., Satz 120. 
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According to Lem:na 9 and Theorem 8 we obtain 
Theorem 10. If a p-Sylow-subgroup ~ of @ is a cyclic group, 
then the normali.zer of any subgroup of an order pd(d > 1) satisfies 
the conditions 1) and 2) in Theorem 8. Its group rin,g possesses the 
radical expressib~e as a prrincipal idea~. 
Finally we mention a theorem which folJows readily from 
Theorem 9, L91nma 3 end a theorem of R. Brauer1/)). 
Theorem 11. Let @ be a group of ,finite orde1n which has a 
cyclic p-Sylow-subgroup. Then the nuynbe?n of p-blocks of a positive 
.defect d 1:S equal to the ?ui1nbe1n of the classes sr" of p-regular ele-
ments such that the orde1n of the normalizer of any element of \fv is 
·divisible by p,t but not by p"+1. The Cartan matrix correspondin,q to 
a block of defect d hw; a dete1"min'];nt r/. 
I6} R. BRAUER: On the arithmetic in a group ring, Proc. Nat. Acad. Scad. 
Sci. U.S.A., 30 (l944), pp. 109-114. 
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